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CODE J'61t ZERO by Ken Follett 

Many thanks for giving me this excellent thriller to copy-edit. It's a great read and, as 
usual with this author, the characterization is distinctly superior. The juxtaposition ofthe 
complex emotional lives of the central characters with the tense unfolding ofevents of 
truly global significance results in a truly engrossing read, full of all kinds ofdrama and 
tension. Wonderful stuff that will, I'm sure, sell spectacularly well for Macmillan and 
Pan. 

I had a couple of short telephone conversations with the author before he went offon a 
well-deserved brief holiday. He confirmed to me that, for the British editions ofCODE 

'10 	~ ZERO, he would prefer English spellings even though the terminology should, of 
course, given the setting, remain American. I have tried to indicate this to the typesetter 
and proof-reader in a 'Notes' sheet that I have prepared - you probably don't need this, in 
fact, since your prelim material looks pretty thorough, but it's a sort of reflex with me by 
now. 

I hope that the various markings in the typescript will be largely self-explanatory. You'll 
see that, among other things, I've taken a belt-and-braces approach to such matters as 
italicization and have marked up passages already italicized in the text by the author with 
the usual underlining and marginal marks. In my experience, it's sometimes necessary to 
emphasize to the typesetter in this way what is actually required ... 

Other points concerning amendments to the text need fuller explanation. Here goes:

ol. 	p. 5,1. 3: 'the Army's familiar Redstone ICBM': the Redstone, based on V-2 technology, 
had a range ofup to 249 miles (400 km) depending on the weight of its payload. It was 
thus a tactical rather than a strategic weapon and not exactly intercontinental in range. Its 
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correct status would therefore be SRBM (short-range ballistic missile) or, at best, MRBM 
(medium-range ballistic missile) rather than ICBM (intercontinental ditto). To qualify as 
an ICBM a missile had/has to have a nominal intercontinental range of 5,500 nautical 
miles (10, 193 km). (The Jupiter, with a range ofnearly 2,000 miles, was designated 
IRBM intermediate-range ballistic missile - and was the first such rocket.) I have 
altered 'ICBM' to 'SRBM' in the typescript. 

p. 12,11. 18 & 19: I have left the author's full points in 'U.S.' (contrary to Macmillan 
house style) because 'US MOON' in a newspaper headline could be confusing. Also, 
American newspapers (e.g. the Intemational Herald Tribune of last weekend) still use 
full points for 'U.S.' in headlines and body copy alike. 

p. 18, 1. 11: I have tinkered slightly with the wording here to clarify the definition ofa 
prime number. 

p. 26, 1. 1: 'Luke' is a one-syllable name - would Jack Largo really have shortened it 
further to 'Lou'? 'Luke' is the more likely contraction of 'Lucas', the surname from 
which 'Luke' derives in this case, surely? ('Lou', when used to address a man or boy, is 
usually an abbreviation of 'Louis'.) I have queried this in the tis. 

j p. 31,1. 22: I have changed 'not forgotten' to 'retained' to avoid ambiguity over next 
phrase ('along with how to speak English'). 
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p. 37,1. 2: 'Estimate' is probably too precise a word to describe what assessment 
someone just driving by the CIA's new headquarters could make of the organization'S 
resources, manpower and budget. I have substituted 'make a good guess at'. 

p. 41, l. 1: My source (The Illustrated Encyclopedia ofSpace Technology, London, 1981) 
~'(). 	 is slightly at odds here with the size and weight specifications given for the rocket and 

satellite concerned. For what it's worth, the Encyclopedia gives the length of the rocket 
as 71.25 feet and the weight of the satellite (excluding the fourth and final stage of the 
launch vehicle, to which it remained attached in orbit) as 10.5 pounds. The typescript 
indicates 68 feet, 7 inches and 18 pounds respectively. The typescript and the 
Encyclopedia both agree on the total launch-pad weight of the rocket (64,000 pounds), 
though. I have queried the specs concerned in the tis. 

I.. p. 83, l. 9 (also p. 88, l. 17 and p. 167, L 12): Was there a Ford Fiesta in the USA in 
1958? The Ford Motor Company's UK Central Office in Brentwood say that the Fiesta 
was introduced in Europe in 1976 and they have no knowledge of any Fiestas in the 
States prior to that date. I have queried this reference in the tis. 

~\, p. 87, L 23: I have deleted the reference to a briefcase since there was no previous 
~". reference to the tripped-up man carrying one. (He is only described as carrying a 

suitcase.) 
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J	p. 95,1. 19: 'Explorer' was the name of the satellite (i.e. the missile's payload) rather than 
of the rocket itself, so I have substituted 'rocket' for 'Explorer'. 

A 	 p. 96, 11. 10-11: 'There was no third rocket' - in fact, there was! And a fourth, and a fifth, 
and ... On 5 February 1958, a second unsuccessful Vanguard launch took place and on 
17 March a Vanguard finally made it into orbit. Between December 1957 and 18 
September 1958, a total of eleven Vanguard attempts at orbit were made -- only three of 
them successful, admittedly. Five more Explorer satellites using Juno I and Juno IT 
launch vehicles (modified versions of the Jupiter IRBM) were launched between 1958 
and 1961. (The Jupiter C referred to on p. 95 was the first Juno I.) I have therefore 
deleted 'There was no third rocket' and the subsequent reference to the USA being out of 
the space race in the event ofExplorer 1 's failure. The US space programme, even in 
1958, had a fair amount of 'firepower' in reserve. 

'X. 	 p. 100,1. 7 and p. 252,1. 19: In 1941 'gay' obviously had a different meaning than it does 
now but I have queried its use here anyway because of any possible unintended resonance 
for modem readers. 

'j 	p. 148,1. 16: 'A wartime jet': there were a few German (and even fewer British) jets in 
action right at the end of the Second World War. But there were a lot more around a few 
years later in the Korean War. I have queried this phrase in the tis in case the author 
wants to be more specific about the provenance of the plane in the aircraft museum. 

p. 153,1. 20 and p. 375,1. 13: see p. 95 ref., above. I have amended the tis accordingly. 

j 	p. 175 (chapter headed '1943'): Other 'historical' chapters with '194-' headers do not 
have italicized introductory paragraphs about the rocket and satellite. This one does. Does 
it matter? 

J p. 199,1. 21: 'Into meltdown' - unlikely to have been current slang in 1958 (when atomic 
power plants were still regarded as a Good Thing). I have substituted 'ape' ('She went 
ape') which was around in the late fifties - as in the Neil Sedaka belter 'I Go Ape'. 

p. 229,11. 4-5, also p. 305,1. 20: Would Anthony really have been able to retrieve - in the 
dark, too - all three of the spent slugs (as distinct from the cartridge cases)? 

/ 	 pp. 281 and 282: buzz-bombs: I believe this was a British nickname for the V-I (also 
V 	 known as the Doodlebug) whose ramjet engine had a droning, rattling sort of note and 

drove the device along at about 400 m.p.h. With the V-2, which travelled at supersonic 
speed, the noise of the explosion came before the incoming roar of its rocket engine 
(which didn't sound like a buzz in any case). I have amended p. 282,1. 14 - very 
slightly - in an attempt to get round this rather drastic difference between the two kinds 
ofV-weapon. (On p. 281, it looks as though Elspeth is confusing them but I haven't 
made any change here.) 
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p. 301, I. 7: The 'Honest John' missile was just under 25 feet long, not exactly 'huge' by 
military-rocket standards. (Its maximum range was 23 miles.) I have changed 'huge' to 
'heftier' - heftier by comparison with the Redeye missile mentioned earlier in the same 
sentence. 

p. 332,1. 2: It's the cylinder ofa revolver that spins, not the barrel. I've made the 
appropriate change in the tIs. 

On the subject of firearms, I've changed 'Colt 45' to '.45 Colt Automatic' throughout. 
The Colt 45 is the Wild West revolver oflegend, the other pistol the military-issue 
automatic that Billie and her ex-OSS friends would have used on their clandestine 
miSSions. 

That's it I hope that this and the other fine-tuning which is all it is, basically that I've 
TO 

done on the CODE J9R ZERO typescript will be acceptable to the author and to you. I 
hope, too, that (assuming you're satisfied with my work on this title) I'll be able to do 
more copy-editing for you in times to come. In the meantime, heartfelt thanks, to you and 
the author both, for a fascinating read in the line ofwork. 

All the best. 

Yours, 

/1P1,.,.
Nick Austin 

Encs.: 


